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Golf
ABOUT NATADOLA BAY GOLF COURSE
A championship golf course has arrived on the world renowned Natadola Beach
on Fiji’s Coral Coast. Boasting a golf course to die for and facilities that rival the
best, the golf course is open daily to players of all levels.
Natadola Bay blends world class golf architecture with dramatic landscapes
from rolling pastures through to absolute beachfront. With the sparkling
backdrop of coral reefs and the Pacific Ocean on 15 out of the 18 holes, keeping
your concentration will certainly be a challenge!
Styled in traditional South Pacific architecture the clubhouse is the ultimate
vantage point for breathtaking views across the golf course, coral reefs and
rolling surf breaks. No round will be complete without enjoying a meal and a
beverage from the open air bar and restaurant.
Natadola Bay Championship Golf Course will be etched in your memory forever.

HOW TO GET THERE FROM YATULE RESORT & SPA
To get to the nearby Natadola Bay Golf Course from Yatule Resort & Spa walk to
the adjacent InterContinental Fiji Golf Resort & Spa ( 200 metres away from
Yatule ) and catch the FREE shuttle to the Golf Course. The FREE shuttle leaves
the InterContinental Fiji Golf Resort & Spa lobby every half-hour with the first
shuttle departing daily at 7.30 am. Alternatively you can book a taxi at the
Yatule Resort & Spa reception for a cost of F$10 each way .

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Hole 1 - Par 4
A great starting hole that plays far harder than it might seem from the tee.
Playing downhill, this hole challenges all players with a prevailing wind blowing
left to right with bunkers on either side of the fairway. If you manage to leave
the green with a par you’ve done very well.
Hole 2- Par 4
Playing uphill and into the wind, this is a strong par 4 and only the longest
hitters will be playing their approach shot with a short iron. A tee shot to left
side of the fairway provides the best angle into a well-protected green.
Hole 3 - Par 4
A wonderful driving hole with a generous fairway, the third hole will challenge
all golfers with one of the most difficult approach shots on the entire course.
The hole plays slightly downhill, right to left and features a narrow green that
you will not want to overshoot.
Hole 4 - Par 3

The hardest and most scenic par 3 on the course. A solid mid iron for
most players, this hole is protected by the ocean to the left and hazard
to the right and a lightning fast, undulating green. This picturesque golf
hole offers spectacular views of the ocean from both the tee and the green.
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Hole 5 - Par 5
This strong uphill par 5 demands 3 solid shots to reach the green in regulation.
An accurate tee shot threaded between a bunker on the left and rough on the
right will setup an equally difficult second shot with fairway bunkers
threatening. If you’ve made it this far without penalty you’ve done well. The
approach to the green is uphill to an obscured green. If you’ve already lost a
few balls, we recommend buying some balls from the local villagers just past
the tee.
Hole 6 - Par 5
After the first 5 holes most players will be looking to catch their breath. Once
you arrive at the 6th tee you’re confronted with a magnificent tee box at the
top of a cliff with views across the pacific and well above the fairway. Longer
players will salivate at the chance to cut the corner and reach the green in two,
but with deep bunkering and an awkward green, this is truly a risk/reward hole
with birdies on offer for the bold.
Hole 7 - Par 3
Choose your club wisely; missing the green is not an option if you want to
escape with par. This hole requires an accurate tee shot from an elevated tee to
a seemingly large and flat green, surrounded by deep bunkers positioned to
collect errant shots. Be warned, 3-putts are frequent on this slippery green.
Hole 8 - Par 4
After a long and windy commute uphill to the tee, you’ll be faced with a
dramatic tee shot that plays severely downhill to a receptive valley-shaped
fairway. The prevailing winds are left-to-right and will try to push even the
straightest shots into the hazard. A well placed tee shot should will leave a
short iron into a receptive green and a birdie opportunity.
Hole 9 - Par 4
From the tee you’ll need a straight shot to the corner of the dogleg, but don’t
be greedy. When you arrive at your ball you’ll be faced with arguably the
hardest approach shot on the course, and often playing less than 100m. Choose
your club wisely, a deep ravine and creek encircling the green will catch any
stray shots.
Hole 10 - Par 4
An imposing way to start the back nine. A strong tee shot to a wide landing
zone will leave most players a mid to long iron to the green. If you’re lucky
enough to play a front pin position your task will be much easier. The green is
long, winding and makes a difficult up-and-down.

Hole 11- Par 5
The strongest of the par fives, only the very longest of players in the
right conditions will be able to consider reaching this green in two.
Normally playing into the prevailing winds, it can feel like you’ll never
reach the long, narrow green. One you do, a severe ridge will make 3putting a possibility with an errant approach.
DELUXE DROMU NI SIGA ( SUNSET ) WEDDING PACKAGE
Valid 01 July 2020 – 31 March 2022
F$5699
Includes:
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Bunkering runs from tee to green and will punish anything short and left. A
beautiful yet potentially disastrous hole that generally plays downwind to a
very difficult putting surface.
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Professional Wedding Coordinator
Marriage Celebrant / Minister to officiate the ceremony
Hole 15 - Par 3
Certificate ( includes renewal of vows or blessing wedding certificate )
If you’re a strong wedge player this hole will provide a good birdie opportunity
Bridal Flowers - tropical posy for the Bride, matching buttonhole for the
but again, choose your club wisely. An elevated tee that plays downwind will
Groom ( seasonal blooms )
see many players who land their tee shot anywhere past the middle of the
Venue setup / decoration ( Walkway - 6 Sheppard’s hooks with mason jar
green watch their ball disappear over the back and into the hazard.
with ginger flowers, vases with petals at altar and signing table )
Flower Shower after wedding ceremony - coordinated with guests or staff
Hole 16 - Par 4
Complimentary bottle of bubbles for couple to toast post wedding.
This hole demands a perfect tee shot over a lake to an extremely narrow
Renewal of Vows requires Marriage Certificate
landing area. Another difficult uphill approach shot to a flat green will provide
players with a good scoring opportunity. For the long and the brave, the green
is reachable.
Hole 17- Par 5
NUKU ( BEACH ) WEDDING PACKAGE
Playing as the easiest hole on the course, this hole can easily penalise those
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Venue setup / Decoration ( draped bamboo arch with sheer white fabric &
tropical flowers on posts, 6 bamboo pews with flowers & white sashes,
signing table & centre piece and Fijian isle mat entrance with bamboo
tepee & tropical flowers, 12 white plastic foldable chairs with white chair
covers, a sign board & welcome easel stand )
Flower Shower after wedding ceremony - coordinated with guests
Complimentary bottle of bubbles for couple to toast post wedding

